BIS/AITP The Hartford’s ECDP Info Session

Thursday, September 17th from 4-5:15 pm, there was an information session on The Hartford Insurance company’s Early Career Development Program (ECDP). The WebEx session was hosted by BIS alumni Emily Vieten - Assistant Product Manager along with three other ECDP colleagues. These colleagues included: Steve Bloniarz – Tech and Data Track, Yulia Gorbachyk Associate - Claim Data Science, and BIS alumni – Al Viglione – Product Track Analyst. At the meeting, each representative discussed upcoming internship and career opportunities at The Hartford in their Early Career Development Program. All of them shared their experiences working at The Hartford as well as brought out the special aspects and great options in The Hartford’s ECDP. The meeting lasted for an hour and 15 minutes, as representatives gave a presentation and talked about their company and program. The presentation was followed by questions from the BIS and AITP students.